
Digital Transformation at Primary School

We have been going through many changes and
transformations along with the pandemic.
Probably, the most significant change was the
rapid digitalization of educational processes.
Technological applications and restructured
learning designs used in this process which
compelled us to rapidly digitalize made
education to continue in flexible environments.

The technical infrastructure, platforms and applications used, and the learning designs planned in
accordance with flexible learning environments aimed to realize the distance and hybrid education
processes in the most efficient way.
Read more...

Hybrid Models at Middle School

The Covid-19 pandemic that we have been
experiencing for quite a long time is still with us,
leaving a trace in every aspect of life. Each new
day comes with a change. Reflections of this
change touching the education have been
persistent since the very first day of the
pandemic. Since the first day of the pandemic,
our excitement to reach our students, keep
connection with them and use technology still
continues with a change in the way we feel it. It
is evident that, as a school that places great
importance on taking advantage of each
situation and making new gains, we will go
through the pandemic by becoming stronger
and finding solutions to some of the educational
shortcomings we experienced at school before
the pandemic. Covid-19 Pandemic rapidly
introduced solutions that will minimize place
and time limitations in our lives.
Read more...

About Quilgo: Google Form - Online Quiz Plugin

What is Quilgo?
Quilgo is an application also preferred by long-
established universities like MIT, University of
Cambridge, etc. to prevent cheating during the
assessment and evaluation processes.

How does it work?
Quilgo is integrated with Google Forms. You can
take the necessary measures to prevent cheating
by using Quilgo application for the quizzes that
you have prepared beforehand via Google
Forms.
Read more...

TeacherX: “As Teachers Improve, Society Changes”

TeacherX is an online teacher training platform that adopts sustainability of vocational development as
a principle, offers teachers with the opportunity to receive training wherever and whenever they want
with its staff consisted of academicians and trainers who are experts in their fields, and involves learning
communities, self-assessment systems and rich resources. TeacherX is born to emphasize that the
greatest importance should be attached on teachers in school environments, where the technology is
prioritized, especially a�er the pandemic. When watching theatre, you cannot expect a better theatre
play to be staged when you change and enrich the decor. Similarly, teachers play a leading role at
schools. We can create a difference when we contribute to our teachers' vocational development and
well-being.
Read more...

"Miro": Online Collaboration Platform

Miro is a whiteboard application where you can work with many people at the same time. You can use
Miro with all its features by activating your EDU (education) account, which you can use to work with
students, group work, and visible thinking and studies.
Read more...

Make a Difference in Your Class with the "Google Educator" Certificate!

We recommend our teachers of all branches to apply for “Google Educator Level 1” and “Google
Educator Level 2” certificates, and support them as required. The contents that all teachers will benefit
from include diversification in education, analyzing students data, designing an interactive curriculum,
creating a positive digital environment in the classroom. Mentioned content will improve your self-
confidence in these fields while giving you a different perspective from an educator's eye.
Read more...
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